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Friar. That hypothesis 13 not invalidated by Mr. Wilson's argument that
' if the authorship is exclusively the work of the Minorites, its localization,
on the face of the evidence, must be transferred from Carlisle to Berwick'.
The writer was an itinerant preacher, and under the year 1293 he makes
allusion to a prodigy seen by him when travelling with his scrip.

This conclusion, however, is by no means inconsistent with the supposi-
tion that the chronicle in its final form, as brought down to the year 1346,
is the work of a canon of Lanercost, who incorporated with the chronicle
of his house the vivid history of a nameless Grey Friar. We have seen
that he copied verbatim from Hoveden and from the Annals of Melrose
the earlier portion of his work, and the Minorite narrative was similarly
interwoven with a sparser monastic chronicle for the second half of the
thirteenth century. The compilation was clumsily done. Again and again
the same event is twice recorded, usually under different years. Mr.
Wilson's explanation of this system of double entry is a charitable one,
but does not seem to be quite borne out by facts. ' An entry', he writes,
' was made from perhaps imperfect knowledge, either from a written source
or oral intelligence; later details arrived or a fuller account was found,
and a more extended record of the incident was afterwards made
without expunging the previous entry' (p. xvii). From 1297 the
chronicle is mainly, if not entirely, the product of Lanercost canons,
and, although it is not easy to say how far back the Lanercost
annals may be carried into the thirteenth century, it is clear that, after
abstracting the Minorite narrative, a residuum remains which may be
ascribed to the Augustinian'monastery. It follows that more than one
canon of Lanercost took part in noting down contemporary historical
events, and it is equally probable that it was at Lanercost that the chronicle
received its final form. One Lanercost writer is in fact cited by name.
The pithy and satirical verses introduced into the chronicle at various
years between 1280 and 1305 are given as the composition of Brother
Henry de Burgo, who, as Mr. Wilson has pointed out (p. xxvii), occurs
in 1300 as a canon of Lanercost, of which house he was made prior in 1310,
and whose death is recorded in the chronicle in .1315.

H. H. E. CKASTBS.

The Oak Booh of Southamyton. Transcribed and edited, with translation,
introduction, notes, Ac., by P. STUTOBK. • 3 vols. (Southampton:
Cox <fc Sharland, 1910-11.)

UNDEB the energetic direction of Professor Heamshaw the Southampton
Record Society has become a model for gimilftT local societies. Not least
among the services which it has rendered to students of town growth
is the publication of its oldest and most precious municipal record, one of
the very few early borough custumaries that have survived, the so-called
Oak Book, formerly known as the Paxbread, which the editor explains
as meaning ' Easter Tablet'. Most of the documents included in this
volume were entered in the fourteenth century, the most important of
them, the ordinances of the merchant gild, at the very beginning of the
century. Civic records written in Anglo-Norman, as these-mostly are,
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have suffered terribly from the ignorance of local editors, so that the
Southampton society were singularly fortunate in obtaining an editor,
then professor of French and German at the Hartley University College,
whose expert knowledge of old French is evident on every page of his
text and translation, as well as in the glossary and the short treatise on
the phonology and inflexional system of the Anglo-Norman French
written at Southampton, which form the third volume of this edition.
Mr. Studer does not profess to be an historian, but he has gone to good
authorities, and little fault can be found with His historical introductions
and notes. An historical expert would not have described John before
he was king as ' earl of Moreton', and he would probably have noted the
error of the manuscript in transcribing the Christian name of the bishop
of Chichester who was chancellor in 1237 as Roger instead of Balph.
but these are not matters of great importance.

The gild ordinances which form chapter iv of the Oak Book are of
course well known, and have already been printed twice in the original
French, by Sir Edward Smirke in the Archaeological Journal (1859) and by
the late Dr. Gross in the appendix to his Gild Merchant. A comparison
of Gross's text with that of Mr. Studer, who had the advantage
in leisure and knowledge of the language, justifies in general the con-
fidence which is placed in the American scholar's work. He is corrected
in a number of small points, and was guilty of two short omissions which
are obvious to the reader, but his only serious error was in reading' prison '
for' pilori' in one passage, a mistake which he shares with Speed, curiously
enough, for Speed's History of Southampton was then still in manuscript,
nor is there any evidence that Gross consulted it. I t is instructive to find
that his method of collating Smirke'3 text with the original often led hifp
to overlook slight peculiarities in spelling which Smirke failed to see or
ignored. In ordinance 6, in a phrase which all previous transcribers had
read 'issi que il ne sache quaunt la [Gilde] devera', Mr. Studer reads
' bevera' instead of' devera', translating ' so that he knows not when the
[guild] shall A-rink [Le. meet]'. This is defended by reference to the well-
known expression' to drink the Gild Merchant', but no instance is quoted
of the intransitive use of the verb in *.hi« sense. The editor is much
puzzled over' seil de Araunk' in ordinance 20, but may not Gross be right
in translating i t ' herring salt' ?

In addition to a more minutely correct text of the gild ordinances,
these volumes contain much material valuable to the municipal historian
which is now printed for the first time : an early >liat of towns exempt
from tolls throughout the kingdom, tables of customs, records of disputes
between Southampton and neighbouring towns, and other matter. But
greater interest attaches to a copy of the rolls or sea-laws of Oleron,
which Mr. Studer, after carefully comparing it with other manuscripts,
declares to be among the earliest and best, and important for the recon-
struction of the lost original. It is impossible, or at least very difficult,
without personal examination of the many manuscripts, to criticize fruit-
folly the elaborate affiliation which the editor has drawn out. I t is, however,
abundantly clear that he has formed his conclusions after a very careful
sifting of the evidence available. He is disposed to accept the tradition,
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which has been doubted, that Bichard I issued a recension of the laws of
Oleron, because he finds in all the oldest manuscripts still extant indica-
tions pointing to one common Anglo-Norman original.* At the same time
traces of an ultimate southern French origin can, in his opinion, be detected
in the language of the rolls. His long introduction to them is an extremely
interesting piece of manuscript work, and deserves the attention of those
who have studied this code of maritime lav. JAMXS TACT.

Calendar of Inquisitions. Vol. viii. (London: EM. Stationery Office,
1913.)

In spite of the large size of this volume, it only carries on the calendar
from 1336 to the beginning of 1347, so that three more volumes at least
will be needed to complete the inquisitions for the reign of Edward m .
A careful examination of its pages proves that the work is admirably done,
and attention may be specially drawn to the valuable ' Index of Subjects'.
To the historian of to-day there is a singular interest in the searches that
were ordered to be made, nearly six centuries ago, in those great exchequer
books and records which are still familiar to ourselves. A dispute, for
instance, as to the tenure of Boxworth (Cambridgeshire) led to the
exchequer officers being ordered to examine ' the books of Domesday
and of fees and other memoranda', and to their certificate, which gave
extracts from Domesday and from ' the book of fees'. This latter is
here duly identified as the ' Testa de Nevill'. In the course of another
long dispute (pp. 436-7) the Bed Book of the Exchequer is cited as ' the
red book of fees '. But though the index of subjects duly notes the ' Testa
de Nevill' as cited in the former instance (p. 77), it omits the very interesting
references to that volume on pp. 436, 446, 447, in each of which it is styled
' a certain book of fees extracted from inquisitions taken ex officio', to
which is added in the third passage, ' which book is had for evidence and
not for record'. The passages cited can be duly identified on pp. 248 b,
242 b, of the printed volume. One is also reminded of earlier times by the
inquisition on Thomas de Lovayne (no. 585). The editor has a doubt
about the tenure, and has left blank the amount of castle-ward due to
Windsor. It was £10, as is proved by the inquisition on Mathew de
Lovaynx and by the Red Book (p. 716), where the marginal heading would
not lead one to expect that this interesting barony lay in-Essex, Suffolk,
and Dorset and had only a genealogical and remote connexion with
Windsor. The return of its fees (as ' the barony of Bobert de Hastings ')
in Red Book, pp. 358-9, should be compared with these later inquisitions,
but it is there wrongly assigned to 1166, the return being of later date.
Another interesting entry of castle-ward is that in no. 317, where the
Buckinghamshire barony of Wolverton (of fifteen fees) is entered as
paying annually £7 10*. Od.' for the ward of the castle of Northampton'.

Among the very few points thatone may venture to criticize is the grouping

• By a CXXBBOM slip Mr. Stoder treats the corruption of the name of the
I tie de Batz e» Leon as evidence that the Anglo-Norman scribes did not nndmtanri
the geography of thmr southern original (n. lxiv), although his note on the text shows
that he is well aware that the island in question is off the coast of Brittany.

1 Calendar of Inquisition*, IT, no. 97.
VOL. YTTY.—NO. CXV. O O
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